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A New Optical Neuron Device for All-Optical Neural Networks

Akio Takinoto, Koji Akiyana, l[ichihiro l[iyauchi,
Yasunori Kuratoni, Junko Asayana and Hisahito 0gawa

Central Research Laboratories,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.

3-15, Yagunonakanachi, lloriguchi, 0saka 570, JAPAN

A nerr optical neuron device having a capability of both sunnation and
thresholding operations in optical conputation has been developed. Using
this neuron device conbined with a lenslet array and a nenory nask, an all-
optical neural network has been constructed to provide purely optical paral-
lel calculations. The network perforns an associative nenory function
without any help of electronic conputing.
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A cross section of the optical
neuron device

l. IilTR0DUCTIot|

Great efforts have been nade to real-
Lze the inplenentation of the conputing sys-
ten based on the neural networks. To fully
exploit the paraIle1 characteristics of
neural networks, an optical inplenentation
has been sought. However no systen which is
inplenented with pure optical processing has
been realrzed.

In general, optical devices for neural
networks are required to have functions for
sunnation, subtraction, nultiplication and
thresholding operations in optical conputa-
tion. To date, several optical neural net-
works have been reported and denonstrated. l-a)

All of these networks have used electric
thresholding processing in operation.

In this work, a nerr, optical neuron
device having sunnation and threshold
processing functions in optics has been
developed. An all-optical neural network
using this optical neuron device has been
constructed, conbined with a lenslet array
and a nenory nask, to provide purely optical
calculations for an associative nenory. The
network can recall the alphabet letters
without any help of eleetronic conputing.

2. DEVICE CONTIGURATION

Figure I shows a cross section of the
optical neuron device. The optical neuron
device is conposed of aluninun thin filn
segnents operating as 6X6 neuron electrodes
(2.5nmX 2.5 nn in size) arranged between a
hydrogenerated anorphous silicon (a-Si:H)

PC3-7

layer as a photoreceptor and a ferroelectric
liquid crystal (fLC) layer in a chiral snec-
tic C phase as a light nodulator.

The a-Si: H photoreceptor u'as designed to
a p-i-n diode structure. A boron-doped p-
type layer of about 700 A in thickness, an
undoped intrinsic layer of I.7 pn, and a
phosphorus-doped n-type layer of about 5000
A were continuously deposited on an indiun-
tin-oxide (IT0) transparent conductive glass
substrate by plasna- CVD. And a newly
developed conductive polyners) was used as an
alignnent layer for the FLC. This polyner
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prevents extra charges fron accunulating at
a surface of the FLC. The thickness of the
fLC cell was kept about I pn for getting a
high contrast ratio of S00 : l. The output
patterns are obtained as a cross-Nicol read-
out by a bean splitter (BS).

3. DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 2 shows the thresholdine
characteristics of a neuron in the optical
neuron device as a function of the incident
light intensity. The output depends only on
the sun total input light intensity, regard-
less of the nunber of the light source.
This characteristics indicates the
capability of the precise optical sunnation.
The diode strucutre can produce a good
linearity relationship between a photocur-
rent induced in the a-Si:H and an incident
light intensity, that is T = 1, which is
essential to realtze a precise sunnation in
optical conputation. The sun total of the
incident light intensity to chanse fron OFF

to 0N state of the FLC is about 45 trY/cn"
under the applied pulse voltage of 10 Vp-p.

Electrons induced in the a-Si:H layer
by a plurality of incident lights are sunned
at each neuron electrode. These electrons
change the applied voltage across the cor-
responding FLC cel I and nodulated its
transparency. A series of the sunnation and
thresholding operations can be perforned
typically in the response tine of 100 psec.
The processing speed of the optical neuron
device, fron writing-in an input pattern to
reading-out and erasing an output pattern,
is typically 300 p sec.
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the all-optical neural network and the schenatic
of the experinental recalling process of "P".
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4. ALL-OPTICAL NEURAL NETYORK

The all-optical neural network for an
associative nenory has been constructed as
shown in I'igure 3. The network has 36 (6X6)
neurons in the input layer and the equal
nunber of neurons in the output layer. The
schenatic diagran of the experinental
recalling process of alphabet letter (P) has
been also shown in Figure 3. A liquid crys-
ta1 television (LC-TV) is used as an input
device for the generation of the input pat-
terns, Xj, consisting of 6XO = 36 pixels. A

6 X 6 lenslet array (f=20nn, d =8mn) nakes
the sane 36 inages of an input pattern al a
surface of the oeDory nask which is a
transparent filn with l6 gray levels repre-
sentating the weight of a synaptic connec-
tion, llij, for 36X36 synaptic natrix. Each
lli j storing 3 alphabet letters (0, P, T) was
deternined by using an orthogonal recollec-
tion model through a conputer sinulation.
The transnitted light through the nenory
nask, which represents the product of the
input signal Xj and the synaptic weight Uii,
is focused on the surface of the neuron
device. Each neuron electrode sutnns the mul-
tiplex signals UijXj (j=1, . . ,36), and then
the thresholding operation has been per-
forned to show the output pattern 0i in the
FLC layer.

Figure 4 shows that the perfect pat -
tern of "T" can be recalled against the
several inperfect input patterns with noises
or defects. It is also confirned that the
perfect output patterns of (0, P, T) can be
recalled against sone inperfect input pat-
terns with hanning distances within 2. These
experinental results are in good agreenent
with that obtained by the computer sinula-
tion.

The processing speed is linited by the
speed of the optical neuron device, which
operates al a speed of 3000 franes/sec. Thus
the operational speed of the proposed net-
work with 6 X 6 neurons is approxinately 3000
x (0x 6)2= 4x 106 interconnection operation
per second.

Recalled Output

pattern against the inperfect input
with defects or noises.

5. COilCLUSIONS

f,e have developed a new optical neuron
device using the a-Si:H photoreceptor with a
diode structure and the FLC cell with a nerr
conductive polyner. The novel capability of
the optical sunDation and thresholding
operations in a parallel processing has been
confirned. Using this optical neuron device
in conbination with a lenslet array and a
nenory nask, an al1-optical inplenentation
of the associative nenory has been shown
without any help of electronic conputing.
Inperfect input patterns have been
denonstrated to give perfect output patterns
in the recalling operations.
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